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Berlin, May 3rd 2017

Guesstimate merges booking and events into a new division LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT and signs Ante Perry
Berlin, May 3rd 2017 | Guesstimate continues to restructure and bundles its
booking and event production activities in a new department with Live
Entertainment. The first signing of the new division is the all-rounder Ante Perry DJ, producer, event organizer and label manager - and thus extends it's artist
roster with a Deep House mainstay and scene heavyweight.
Perry plays on international stages, from well-established clubs in Germany,
Europe and the rest of the world. For many years, Ante has been convincing
crowd and promoters with his own productions. The 2006 debut "Beach Power"
and sequel "The Big Bang" deserve a special place of honor in his discography.
In addition to various singles on labels such as Moonbootique, Systematic
Recordings, Great Stuff Recordings and Kittball, as well as remixes for artists such
as Tube & Berger, Dapayk, Phonique, Fivestar Deluxe, Jennifer Rostock and
Spirit Catcher, he also released two full-length albums (Flashing Disco Sounds I &
II). In February 2017, his latest EP "Attack" was published on Kallias Music, the
sublabel of Guesstimate and thus comes full circle.
The combined department "Live Entertainment" will continue to represent the
brand Polytope Booking. The long-term goal is to be able to offer a wide range
of services from the live and booking fields, as well as to broaden the artist
roster. Fabian Zuber, head of Live Entertainment, is responsible for the new
department. Alongside the existing activities, Fabian and his colleagues Felix
Mauer (booking), Josh Bremer and Ben Buchwald (event coordination) will
attend to the new field of tour creation.
GUESSTIMATE Live Entertainment is booking partner and promoter, organizes
and realizes events of all forms and sizes - from touring, taking care of
advancing and the entire production to perfect live entertainment.
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